ACROSS
1 ___ Towers, the tallest office building in the world
7 Of every 10 people in the world, how many live in Asia?
8 Ocean in which Sri Lanka lies
9 Proportion of world's land area covered by Asia
10 Abbreviation for the landform that Everest is
11 Asian country with a communist government
13 People who control the United Arab Emirates
16 Capital of Taiwan
17 Direction Mongolia lies from Kazakhstan
19 Deepest lake in the world
20 Capital of Russia
21 Country with the world's lowest population density

DOWN
1 Country often feuding with India in politics and cricket
2 Century in which the Great Wall of China was begun
3 World's largest country by area
4 Asian country with a monarchy
5 ___ Arabia, the country with one-quarter of the world's oil reserves
6 Large south-east Asian country on the Equator
8 Only country besides China with one billion people
12 Name given to river section that splits into streams near its mouth
14 Capital of Vietnam
15 Lowest body of water on the Earth's surface famous for some scrolls
16 World's most populated city lying on longitude 140°E
18 World's largest continent by size and population